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Analysis of three diﬀerent realms of inequality in two pairs of small-scale pre-industrial societies in two very
diﬀerent and culturally unconnected regions – Hohokam and Mimbres in the US Southwest and Greenland and
Iceland in the North Atlantic – suggests that inequality can be successfully used as a yardstick to compare
societies in the past. The study ﬁnds that there were signiﬁcant inequalities in these small-scale farming societies
– often described in previous studies as “egalitarian” – but that proxies for economic inequality like access to
productive resources and to exotic goods do not fully reﬂect the range and nature of these inequalities. Access to
ritual space is found to be a more sensitive measure of actual inequalities as experienced by members of these
societies.

1. Introduction

inequality. In debating economic inequality there are two principal
approaches. The more traditional, the neoclassical and formalist, sees
economic inequality as a matter of income, assets and productivity –
more-or-less measurable attributes that clearly vary among individuals,
groups and countries. More recently, the last quarter century has seen
the emergence of a broader developmental view, which maintains that
inequality cannot be understood by focusing only on income (e.g.
Stiglitz et al., 2010). Rather, this approach focuses on realms of inequality that aﬀect people’s quality of life and what are called their
agency and their “capabilities” of functioning in and contributing to
society (Sen, 1999; Nussbaum and Sen eds., 1993).
As a study of material remains, archaeology is well suited to investigate inequality. Importantly, recent work in archaeology has speciﬁcally focused on inequality in various realms, not just wealth and
grave goods. For example, Smith and colleagues have developed means
of measuring Gini coeﬃcients based on house size (2014; see also
Smith, 2015), and Kohler et al. (2017) applied this technique to compare wealth disparities in the New and Old Worlds. Arponen and colleagues have applied the capability approach in their analysis of the
Late Neolithic archaeological record (2015). Hegmon’s Archaeology of
the Human Experience (ed. 2016) speciﬁcally focuses on how inequality – measured in various ways – aﬀected peoples’ lives; for example, Dennehy and colleagues show that wealthier households have

Recent years have seen inequality come into focus as a key issue in
understanding the state of the world (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2009;
Stiglitz, 2013; Piketty, 2014). Inequality has of course long been of
interest to social theorists, and since the 17th century the main currents
of political thought in the West can be seen to have been split over this
very issue: Is inequality an injustice that needs to the be contained if
society is to ﬂourish, or is it not only a fact of life but an essential driver
of progress? Inequality comes in many forms, and although in the
present the focus is primarily on economic inequality, it was unequal
rights that occupied the minds of theorists like Locke, Rousseau and
Bentham. The spread of the Rule of Law, the abolition of slavery, universal suﬀrage, and international recognition of human rights are
measures of the success of the ideal that all humans are born with
certain inalienable rights and that if they can exercise these rights freely
society will be just and prosperous. Although in practice there is a long
way to go for these ideals to be implemented around the world, the
focus of debate has shifted towards economic inequality. There are no
mainstream proponents of the abolition of civil rights (although there
are plenty of apologists for not implementing them where they are not
recognised in practice or theory), but there are still profound disagreements about the ills, necessity, or even beneﬁts of economic
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became parts of the Norwegian kingdom in the 1260s. They were thus
not inter-dependent but belonged to the same cultural and political
sphere.
In the Southwest, plant cultivation had been introduced before 2000
B.C. but substantial sedentary agricultural communities started to develop mostly after 500 A.D. with intensiﬁcation and rapid population
growth apparent from 900 A.D. onwards.
The cultural and economic connections between the Hohokam and
Mimbres (the latter a part of the more widespread Mogollon archaeological tradition) were considerably weaker than those between the
North Atlantic cases. Hohokam and Mimbres populations were not
linked in religious or political corporate institutions to each other nor to
the Mesoamerican states to the south, and neither region was internally
integrated by such institutions. The scale of socio-political integration
may have been limited to the village in the Mimbres region and small
polities of several hundred square kilometers among the Hohokam.
Hohokam communities used large-scale canal irrigation, while those
in the Mimbres area depended largely on rain and smaller-scale irrigation agriculture. The Hohokam and Mimbres areas underwent a
series of transformative changes to some extent synced temporally, and
marked by social reorganisation and changes in both settlement distribution and material culture. By the late 15th century, both areas had
experienced major population declines, although small populations
descendant from the Hohokam continued in the southern deserts. The
Southwest therefore was considerably more diverse and busy than the
North Atlantic, with greater socio-cultural diversity, larger ﬂuctuations
within the period of consideration, and a more signiﬁcant contraction
towards its end. Another major diﬀerence is that in the Southwest most
people lived in hamlets or villages while in the North Atlantic single
household farmsteads were the rule.
Within their respective historiographical traditions both the
Southwest and the North Atlantic have been regarded by some as
egalitarian societies and by others as chiefdoms or segmentary societies
(Durrenberger, 1992; Samson ed., 1991; Pálsson ed., 1992; Benedict,
1934; Dozier, 1970; Hegmon, 2005), but in neither case have such attempts at classiﬁcation found much support. In both cases the perception of egalitarianism is meaningful only in relative terms – these societies were much smaller, simpler and less centralized than the
neighbouring groups to which they were culturally connected. However, they also do not ﬁt any common deﬁnition of chiefdom. Rather,
both have other signs of diﬀerentiation, and it is these signs we propose
to compare.
An important diﬀerence in this context is that written records were
being created in the North Atlantic communities from the 12th century
onwards, producing a rich textual archive including laws and chronicles
detailing constitutional and judicial structures as well as political
events. This type of evidence has provided the fuel for traditional
characterizations of the North Atlantic societies, while in the Southwest
it is ethnographic continuity with post-contact Pueblo and O’Odham
peoples that sets the parameters (Bayman, 2018 oﬀers fresh insights).
Another diﬀerence between the two cases is the volume of archaeological data available. One consequence of the ﬂuidity of settlement
patterns in the Southwest, the frequent aggregation and restructuring of
communities, serial migration, and the eventual depopulation of the
larger part of the region, is that very many archaeological sites are
available for study. The arid conditions are favourable to the preservation of organic materials like wood, and decades of intensive archaeological research has made full use of this, producing a large and
comprehensive data set supported by a wealth of tree-ring dates that
allow exceptionally good chronological control. In contrast, the settlement stability of the North Atlantic means that most archaeological
deposits from the period under consideration are buried under later
building phases. This makes the case of Greenland particularly important, as its depopulation during the 14th and 15th centuries left a
complete relict landscape which has been intensively studied. In Iceland volcanic tephra provide good chronological control, and the very

better access to various urban services (2016). Overall, these emerging
approaches in archaeology square well with the developmental view
and its focus on quality of life.
Until recently, most archaeologists interested in inequality have
seen it primarily as a measure of complexity. Loyal to Rousseau’s insistence that human societies were originally egalitarian, they have
sought to understand how inequality could emerge in the ﬁrst place
(e.g. Berrey, 2015; Bowles et al., 2010; Drennan et al., 2010; Kurnick,
2015; Flannery and Marcus, 2012; McGuire, 1983; Müller et al., 2017;
Pailes, 2014; Paynter, 1989; Prentiss et al., 2012; Price and Feinman
eds., 1995, 2010; Shennan, 2011; Trigger, 2003). The evolutionary
focus is apparent in a recent deﬁnition of inequality as one of the grand
challenges of archaeology: “Why and how do social inequalities
emerge, grow, persist, and diminish, and with what consequences?”
(Kintigh et al., 2014, 8). However, the past few years have seen an
increasing interest in inequality as a phenomenon with high explanatory value in its own right (e.g. Kohler and Higgins, 2016;
Peterson et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2014; Windler et al., 2013) and a
growing recognition that inequality takes many forms (e.g. Arponen
et al., 2016; Hegmon, 2005; Pitts and Griﬃn, 2012).
Our goal, in this article, is to investigate inequality comparatively in
the archaeological record, exploring several realms of inequality and
how they aﬀected people’s lives. We pursue these goals by investigating
three realms of inequality across four ancient societies, two from the
North Atlantic (Iceland and Greenland) and two from the US Southwest
(Hohokam and Mimbres). One aim of this paper is to demonstrate that
diﬀerent societies can be compared successfully using inequality as a
yardstick. Considering societies in pairs allows each to be held up as a
foil to the other, helping to bring out basic patterns.
2. The cases
Our four cases come from two very diﬀerent and culturally unrelated regions, the North Atlantic and the U.S. Southwest. In the North
Atlantic they are Iceland and Greenland, the latter comprising the
Eastern and Western settlements in Southwestern Greenland. In the
Southwest they are Hohokam and Mimbres, the latter a part of the
larger Mogollon tradition.
The cases happen to cover the same period, ca. 900–1500 A.D., and
they share some basic characteristics that make comparisons more
straightforward. Both regions had small-scale farming societies with
populations in the thousands or at most a few tens of thousands. Both
were connected to larger cultural spheres – mainland Europe and
Mesoamerica – although connections between the North Atlantic and
Europe were much more direct than those between the Southwest and
Mesoamerica. Both operated in environments that were marginal for
the type of farming practiced – hot and dry continental in the
Southwest, cold and wet oceanic in the North Atlantic – making them
vulnerable to climatic ﬂuctuations and placing limits on growth and
development. Both underwent religious change within the period under
consideration with major implications for material culture. Both experienced expansion and contraction within this period, but in this
there are also signiﬁcant diﬀerences.
The more culturally homogenous North Atlantic was colonised from
northern Europe during the Viking Age (9th and 10th centuries A.D.).
Large domesticated animals were present in the North Atlantic but not
the Southwest, a potentially important diﬀerence, since Kohler et al.
(2017) suggest such animals may have contributed to higher wealth
disparities. Subsistence economies based on animal husbandry, hunting
and ﬁshing – rather than agriculture, made impossible by the climate –
were established on the uninhabited islands of Iceland and Greenland.
Although the Greenlandic settlements came to an end in the 15th
century and the region became politically marginalized from the 1300s,
Iceland retained population levels and economic patterns into modern
times. While direct communication between Iceland and Greenland was
very limited, both societies belonged to the international church and
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between the size of a settlement and the size of its inﬁelds and utilizable
meadows. Here, however, each site normally comprises only one
household so that site-to-site comparisons generally involve comparisons across a single category of social unit. In the Southwest diﬀerential access to water is manifested in two principal ways. One is location – some sites have access to more water than others – and the
other is how the resource is divided among diﬀerent units at the same
site. As the case of Hohokam demonstrates however these patterns do
not have a simplistic relationship to evident patterns of inequality.

stability that obscures so much of its medieval archaeology also provides the basis for using early modern census data to qualify the sites.
The unbroken continuity of settlement location and land use practices
means that early modern information like tax assessments and livestock
counts can be used to help characterise the medieval sites.
3. Methods
In selecting realms of inequality for comparative study we considered the variable nature of the archaeological record in the respective regions. We eliminated a number of possible realms because
one or more of our cases did not have suﬃcient data to support characterizations (e.g., hereditary ranking, slavery) or because we found
that the comparisons did not lead to meaningful conclusions (e.g.,
wealth-based inequality, surplus production). Thus, we focused on
three that work well across all our cases and that are also likely to be
applicable elsewhere. They are: ‘productive resources’, ‘exotic goods’
and ‘access to ritual space’. They cover aspects shared by all societies
and for which most societies are likely to have archaeological data. The
ﬁrst two are based on data that archaeologists are used to considering
as indicators of socioeconomic diﬀerences while the third is less conventional – but, we conclude, all the more revealing.
For each realm we chose datasets from two sub-regions within the
respective cases, from Greenland and Iceland in the North Atlantic and
from Hohokam and Mimbres in the Southwest. The choice of dataset in
each instance was based on availability of relevant data; where more
than one dataset was available, we chose the one that seemed most
representative and that seemed most likely to be comparable to other
cases. Where possible we present evidence for diachronic change to get
a more rounded sense of the evidence under discussion.
Where the data allow we employ the Gini coeﬃcient to provide an
objective measure of inequality. The Gini coeﬃcient can be calculated
for any range of values to describe how equal the distribution is with 0
representing complete equality and 1 perfect inequality. Gini coeﬃcients are most commonly used to compare countries based on the relative inequality of income distributions, but they can be calculated for
the distribution of any quantiﬁable attribute. Whether and how a
measure is meaningful or how it aﬀects people’s lives depends on the
attribute in question. While we agree with recent ﬁndings demonstrating that Gini coeﬃcients give useful indications about the scale of
inequality (e.g., Kohler et al., 2016; Kohler and Higgins, 2016; Smith
et al., 2014) we also ﬁnd that any single data-set, for which a coeﬃcient
can be calculated, rarely reﬂects the whole range of inequality within
the realm it relates to. Brandishing a Gini coeﬃcient has limited
meaning without a close consideration of the nature of the inequality it
is supposed to represent. All inequalities are not equal.

4.1. The North Atlantic
In both the North Atlantic cases access to winter-fodder – the grassyields from home-ﬁelds and outﬁelds – placed an absolute limit on the
numbers of livestock that could be raised on a farm. Milch-cows were at
once the most sensitive and the most productive of the diﬀerent species
of livestock; they had to be housed in byres and fed hay throughout the
winter irrespective of changes in weather or diﬀerences in climate
within the region. This means that in both North Atlantic areas byre size
can be used as a proxy measure of unequal access to vital resources.
4.1.1. Greenland
In Greenland data are available for the number of stalls in byres at
26 sites (Fig. 1), providing a measure of the number of cattle each farm
expected to need to house through the winter. The byres include the
two enormous structures at the episcopal seat at Ø47 (Garðar, modern
Igaliku) which clearly represents the pinnacle of Norse Greenlandic
society; however, it is likely that small and middle-sized farms are
under-represented in the sample. The byres are from all parts of the
Greenlandic settlements, and the sub-areas are similar to one another
(Fig. 2) with the exception of two with access to the most productive
farmland in Greenland, at the heads of Tunulliarﬁk and Igaliku fjords.
In the former the distribution is very even with no very small byres,
while the latter, dominated by the episcopal manor, has both very small
byres and the bishop’s supersized ones. While the diﬀerence between
the small byres with 2–5 stalls and the medium to large ones (10–24
stalls) probably represents actual variation in productive capacity, it is
questionable whether the 42 + 65 stalls at Ø47 should be seen as representing 5 to 10-fold normal productive capacity or something else. It
is possible that the episcopal manor dominated and eventually subsumed the neighbouring farms, and one of those (Ø48 with 5 stalls) had
at least lost its small church by the 13th century, while the large byres
probably date from the settlement’s ﬁnal phase in the 14th-15th centuries. Such exclusion zones around major centres on prime farm land
have also been suggested for Sandnes (V51 – 24 stalls) and in Iceland
(Vésteinsson et al., 2002, 113). If it is simply a matter of a large unit
getting larger by taking over neighbouring farmland and centralizing its
operations, then this would be a step towards greater inequality, but
such larger units also develop dynamics of their own which make them
diﬃcult to compare with the single household farms that otherwise
dominate the landscape. There is an element of redistribution in that
the episcopal manor provided services that were seen to beneﬁt the
whole community, keeping up contacts with Norway, maintaining a
steady programme of masses and prayers as well as hosting religious
festivals which involved serving beef and cream to visitors from other
farms.
Stall numbers in Greenland give a Gini coeﬃcient of 0.42 (0.31 if
the bishop’s byres are excluded). As a measure of total economic
output, stall numbers reﬂect the economy of larger farms more accurately, as cattle husbandry was as a rule a larger component of a large
farm’s economy than that of a small one. Smaller farms have proportionately greater number of sheep and goat bones, suggesting that
they were able to oﬀset the limitations of a small home-ﬁeld by having
greater numbers of sheep and goats which did not require as much
quality fodder and could fend for themselves in the pastures for a much
larger part of the year (Koch Madsen, 2014). Counting the number of

4. Productive resources
By productive resources we mean the natural resources available in
the environment for subsistence and production, to which people may
have unequal access. In both regions the most important productive
resources were subject to fundamental limitations. In the Southwest
water availability placed absolute limits on agricultural production
while in the North Atlantic winter fodder restricted the numbers of livestock that could be maintained. Both regions had other productive
resources, including wild animals, as well as wild plants in the
Southwest; these varied in abundance and availability and did not have
the same socio-cultural or economic importance as cereal cultivation
and animal husbandry.
In both regions the distribution of the most important productive
resources, water in the Southwest and winter fodder in the North
Atlantic, govern the settlement patterns. The largest and most productive sites are associated with the greatest abundance of the respective
resources. In the North Atlantic harvestable vegetation is unevenly
distributed across the landscape, and there is a general correlation
174
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Fig. 1. Estimated number of stalls in 27 Norse Greenlandic byres at 26 sites.

explained by greater abundance of grassland that could be improved to
become home-ﬁelds; the resource itself was not limited in anywhere
near the same degree as it was in Greenland, so it was rather labour to
develop and utilize it that was the limiting factor. It seems that in
Iceland cattle are not as sensitive an indicator of inequality as in
Greenland although the same basic parameters apply.

ruins at these sites, another rough measure of economic output, produces a Gini coeﬃcient of 0.36.
4.1.2. Iceland
Excavated byres in Iceland are fewer than in Greenland (N = 22)
and have a more restricted range, from 6 to 30 stalls, producing a very
low Gini coeﬃcient of 0.15 (Fig. 3). Pinnacle sites are clearly missing
from this sample but it includes farms of extremely low status (judging
from dwelling size, like Sveigakot, Þjótandi and Urriðakot,) and they
had more cattle than their Greenlandic counterparts. In part this is

4.1.3. North Atlantic comparison
Although the elite occupied the richest estates in both Greenland
and Iceland, it was not the productivity of these estates themselves that
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Fig. 2. Estimated number of stalls distributed by areas within Norse Greenland (ES: Eastern settlement; WS: Western settlement). Late period church farms: Ø29a, Ø1,
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Fig. 3. Lengths and estimated numbers of stalls in 22 Icelandic byres.

(Castetter and Bell, 1942, 57). The latter drained considerably larger
watersheds extending into higher elevations where precipitation was
greater.
The irrigation potential of the two large drainages also diﬀered. The
annual discharge in the Gila River was 33% that of the Salt River
(Graybill et al., 2006, 83). During the Hohokam population maximum
(A.D. 1200–1400), the discharge in the Gila in years of low ﬂow was
insuﬃcient to serve the full irrigation system (Graybill et al., 2006, 108109) and a sizable population from the Gila migrated into the better
watered Salt River valley where they were accepted but with the status
of late-comers (Loendorf and Lewis, 2017, Woodson, 2016). Villages in
desert settings and smaller drainages produced craft items, which were
exchanged for food from the high productivity areas along the Lower
Salt River (Abbott, 2000; Abbott et al., 2007; Doyel, 2015, 167-69;
Loendorf, 2012). Agricultural production could also vary within single
canal systems, and the greater eﬀort needed to clean canals built along
non-optimal, shallow gradients substantially lessened agricultural productivity (Fig. 4). Finally, it is likely that some farmers on the irrigation
canals were sharecroppers who did not own irrigated land but worked
the ﬁelds for land-owning households (Watkins, 2011, 2015). Some
people lived in small ﬁeld houses, their origins from outside the irrigated zone reﬂected in their non-local vessel assemblages. The landless

provided their owners with their prominence. Their wealth was much
greater than can be accounted for by the diﬀerences in the farming
units’ access to productive resources. Rather, their wealth was based on
the stakes they owned in the productivity of the small and middle-sized
farms, including the rents (of land and livestock), the tithes, taxes and
other dues. In addition they often had access to distant resources, like
reindeer hunting in Greenland, and had much greater access to foreign
trade. In 1695 there were 1024 private landowners in Iceland (with c.
4000 farm properties and 7000 households in 1703), of whom 10%
owned half of all privately-owned property (Lárusson, 1967, 72-73;
Guðmundsson, 1985). This small group of people based their wealth on
rents, and their access to that resource was not determined by the
natural resources belonging to the estate they lived on. This suggests
that in the North Atlantic a full appreciation of economic inequality
cannot be derived from analysing how productive resources are distributed between the productive units, the farms. Another aspect indicating the same, but from the bottom end of the social ladder, is that a
large part of the population (25–33% of males, 33–50% of females in
Iceland) never married and had no option but to serve in the households
of others (Gunnarsson, 1980). Households’ economic success depended
most of all on the active labour at their command, and the system depended on preventing a substantial part of the population from establishing households on their own (and from procreating). The individuals doomed to lifelong service had access to productive resources
in the sense that they belonged to households which had such resources. For the majority, servitude guaranteed their physical survival,
and may have provided better nutrition than was available to very poor
householders, but individuals in servitude were barred from access to
productive resources in the sense that their position prevented their
own reproduction.

Mays Productivity by Canal Gradient
90%

Las Colinas E. Cl.

Ubiquity of Zea Mays

80%

4.2. The Southwest
4.2.1. Hohokam
In the Hohokam landscape there was not suﬃcient rainfall for
agriculture, and farmers had to apply water either using irrigation canals from the larger rivers or by capturing runoﬀ from desert slopes and
washes using check dams, terraces, reservoirs and rock mulch ﬁelds.
Variation in the size of watersheds and quantity of received precipitation generated the greatest inequalities in agricultural production.
Farmers using runoﬀ from small desert watersheds had 30–40% the
agricultural productivity of those using canals on the Gila River
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Fig. 4. Diﬀerential productivity of Zea Mays on canals with shallow vs. optimum gradients, A.D. 1200 to 1400.
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Table 1
Gini-coeﬃcients for household size at Hohokam sites.
PERIOD

Grewe

La Ciudad

600–775

0,25

0,29

Ballcourt era
775–900
Transition
900–1000
1000–1200

0,38
0.41b
0.46b
0.46b

0.18b
0,27
0,33
0,33

El Caserio

La Lomita Pequena

Las Quanacos

Palo Verde

Las Colinas

0,34
0,29

0,38

0.33b

0.35b

Marana

Pueblo Grande

Pueblo Salado

0.30p

0,09

0,31

Platform mound era
1200–1330
1330–1450

0,30

Superscript b: Associated with ballcourt.
Superscript p: Associated with platform mound.

become part of the larger Grewe-Casa Grande site, which had unusually
elaborate monumental architecture, including two nearly unique multistoried great houses (one possibly serving as a celestial observatory)
along with two mounds of the more common style (Doelle et al., 1995,
394-396). Perhaps the civic commitments of large households in the
10th and 11th centuries had set the community on a diﬀerent developmental path (Hegmon, 2017) leading to the unusual architectural
forms in the 14th century.
Inequality is clearly evident in the diﬀerences between sites with
more or less reliable access to water and also within the villages on the
irrigation canals. Some people controlled stable household units at
optimal places for water access, and it is likely that these people had a
higher quality of life than the landless sharecroppers. However, largescale and eﬃcient exploitation of the available resources also required
labour, which may have been provided by the small households and by
lower status members of the larger households who are not recognizable archaeologically.

status of these people is further indicated by their burial of the dead
next to their ﬁeld houses and not in the corporate cemeteries used by
other households to formalize their ownership of irrigated land
(Henderson, 1987; McGuire, 1987b; see Goldstein, 1981). There was
considerable variability in these practices; some migrants joined Hohokam villages, such as the Patayan household at the site of Las Colinas
(Beckwith, 1988), and local irrigation farmers also used ﬁeld houses to
access distant ﬁelds.
Diversity in Hohokam household size was in the range common for
non-state agriculturalists (Kohler et al., 2017) but greater than household diversity in Mimbres. Gini coeﬃcients in this case are calculated
based on household size measured as total ﬂoor area, because store
rooms were not consistently separated from other residential space.
Household size is used as a proxy for “relational” rather than material
wealth (Kohler and Higgins, 2016). Field house sites are excluded.
Coeﬃcients for a series of sites, divided by period, are shown in Table 1,
and intra-site diﬀerences for two well-understood Ballcourt Era sites
shown in Table 2.
Households with large land holdings frequently had extra labour
and resources they could potentially use to ﬁnance ritual events.
However, elevated household inequality was rarely associated with
Hohokam ballcourts or platform mound sites, and in this sample was
found only at the Grewe site, where the excavators also noted evidence
of inequality in the distribution of wealth items (Craig, 2001;
Henderson, 2001). Elevated Gini values did not occur at other ballcourt
sites of La Ciudad, Palo Verde, Las Colinas or the platform mound site of
Pueblo Grande. Indeed, the ballcourt at La Ciudad had been intentionally destroyed (McGuire, 1987a) by the 9th century, but the
maximum inequality in household size was not reached at that site until
several centuries later (Table 2).
Inequality in productive resources might be used to leverage ritual
authority but the reverse did not seem to hold. Nonetheless the high
Gini values at the Grewe site are interesting for what they suggest about
communities in which extended households elected to use their wealth
to fund ritual undertakings. By the 14th century the Grewe site had

4.2.2. Mimbres
Although there was irrigation agriculture in the Mimbres area, it
was on a much smaller scale than that practiced in the Hohokam area.
Mimbres sites have not been systematically ordered on the same sort of
environmental gradient discussed above for Hohokam, but the largest
Mimbres settlements were in “unusually large area[s] of arable and
hydrologically favorable ﬂoodplain[s]” (Creel et al., 2006, 1). Our
analyses of Mimbres inequality focus on the Late Pithouse (550–1000
A.D.) and Classic (1000–1130 A.D.) periods. These span the pithouseto-pueblo transition, characterized by a shift from residential pithouses
to above-ground pueblos.
To examine diﬀerences in Late Pithouse access to productive resources, we use data from Cameron Creek (Bradﬁeld, 1931; see Fig. 5)
and Swarts Ruin (Cosgrove and Cosgrove, 1932; see Fig. 6); comparative data are summarized in Table 3. Residential pithouse size serves as
a proxy for household storage capacity, and comparisons are made at
the scales of household (pithouse), locus (pithouse cluster), and village
(site). Results suggest asymmetric access to productive resources at the
household scale. That is, houses vary considerably in size, within and
across villages. However, a comparison of village-scale Gini coeﬃcients
suggests relatively little diﬀerence in the degree of inequality between
sites.
Antecedence is “a social logic wherein those who can say “we were
here ﬁrst” are entitled to apical status within the community [and
which] grants moral authority to founding lineages and is frequently
leveraged to engender inequality in other domains” (Russell, 2016, 4;
see Flannery and Marcus, 2012). Previous work established that at both
Cameron Creek and Swarts, during the Late Pithouse period, loci with
strongest evidence of antecedence had both more storage space and
larger house sizes, suggesting greater access to productive resources
(Russell, 2016).
Food storage practices changed after 1000, when dedicated

Table 2
Within-site variation in household Gini coeﬃcients at Grew and La Ciudad in
the Hohokam region.
Period

Grewe
Locus A

A.D.
A.D.
A.D.
A.D.
a
b

600–775 0,16
775–900a
900–1000
1000–1200

La Ciudad
Loci B&C

Locus D

Belleview

0,27
0.47b
0.45b

0,35

0.18b
0,28
0,42

Moreland

0,20
0,26

21&22
Str.
0,32
0,27
0,20

Transition period grouped here to boost sample size.
Associated with ballcourt.
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Fig. 5. Cameron Creek during the Late Pithouse period (after Bradﬁeld, 1931).

storerooms were included in multi-room domestic suites. We use
storeroom ﬂoor area as a proxy for storage capacity during the Classic
period, and the best data on storeroom size come from NAN Ranch
(Shafer, 2003) and Swarts (Cosgrove and Cosgrove, 1932) (Table 4).
Each site had multiple roomblocks, but only two at each site were extensively excavated. At NAN Ranch, there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between roomblocks (Fig. 7). Comparison at Swarts was diﬃcult, given
that one roomblock had just one identiﬁable storeroom while the other
had 14 (Fig. 8). Several lines of evidence suggest that people living in
Swarts’ two roomblocks had diﬀerent social histories, and the seeming
paucity of storage space in one roomblock likely reﬂects diﬀerences in
how food was distributed and stored, rather than inequality (Russell,
2016). Overall, inter-site diﬀerences in mean storage room size are not
statistically signiﬁcant (p = 0.595) during the Classic period (Table 4).

complex overall with the change from the Late Pithouse to the Classic
period, yet our analyses show less inequality in the otherwise more
complex Classic. Furthermore, the subtle inequalities revealed by our
analyses do not translate into obvious diﬀerences in lifeways between
those who had slightly less or more. In the Hohokam case there were
clear and major inequalities within and between sites, manifest across
several dimensions. These diﬀerences were long lasting and had a
strong eﬀect on people’s lives. People who had less may have worked
for those who had more, or existed in tenuous share-cropper arrangements. In some cases, those who had less access to productive resources
engaged in more craft production and likely exchanged the crafts for
food.

4.2.3. Southwest comparison
Inequality in access to productive resources was part of life in both
Mimbres and Hohokam societies but in diﬀerent ways and to quite
diﬀerent degrees. In the Mimbres case, analyses of storage space reveal
inequality between residential units within a village but not between
villages. Mimbres society grew demographically and became more

There are evident inequalities in access to productive resources in
all our cases. The Gini coeﬃcients suggest they are modest compared to
many other pre-modern societies, where ﬁgures in excess of 0.70 are
common (e.g. Kron, 2011). It is likely that our measurable variables do
not reﬂect the full range of inequality in any of the cases. Furthermore,
it is likely that inequality was felt diﬀerently, and perhaps more

4.3. Discussion
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Pueblo peoples describe how elites managed scarcity rather than
wealth, so that when resources are in short supply those with less are
forced to leave and might not survive (Levy, 1992). Thus, a single
measure of inequality does not necessarily translate into a measure of
people’s experiences.
5. Exotic goods and special objects
This category includes non-local goods, which people may have had
unequal access to on account of them being rare and/or expensive to
procure. In the North Atlantic, exotic goods are materials from continental Europe or Britain, and they include some that were utilitarian
such as whetstones and iron, as well as others that were prestige goods
such as glass and silver. In the Southwest, where materials were
transported on foot (no beasts of burden), trade for exotic utilitarian
goods was limited to several hundred kilometres but that for exotics
used in ritual could extend over a thousand kilometres. It might be
expected that where exotic goods are rare their possession was indicative of inequality, but our data suggests the matter is not so simple.
5.1. The North Atlantic
5.1.1. Iceland
In Iceland two diﬀerent types of archaeological contexts allow assessments of exotic goods. One is furnished pre-Christian burials, limited to the Viking Age, and the other is excavated farm sites which are
also predominantly from the Viking Age although a few date to the
post-Viking Age period (after 1100 A.D.).
Modern excavations of all farm houses and middens in Iceland have
produced exotic goods. All assemblages have whetstones, glass beads
and bronze, and all larger assemblages (N > 100) have some scraps of
what are likely to have been prestige items imported from abroad (gold,
silver, lead, glass, antler combs, jewellery, weapons). Finds assemblages
are as a rule small but there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between sites
according to their status as judged from building size (Batey, 2011). In
the Viking Age the one category of imported material that shows a
widely diﬀering distribution is steatite, soapstone imported from
Norway in the form of cooking and storage vessels. Some sites have
large amounts of this material while others have none, but this does not
correlate with status and steatite is not believed to have been a prestige
marker. Rather, the uneven distribution has been explained in terms of
a settlers’ kit: colonists brought necessary tools, vessels and utensils
with them, but once the original stock wore out they were replaced by
local materials, or other, more easily obtained imported materials like
bronze and iron for pots (Forster, 2004). Schist baking-plates, used to
make the crisp-bread important in Norwegian cuisine, appear in the
12th century, and although the post Viking Age assemblages are fewer
and smaller, the distribution of this material seems to be conﬁned
primarily to higher status sites and likely has a comparable distribution
pattern to pottery, which begins to appear in assemblages from the 13th
century (Gísladóttir and Snæsdóttir, 2011).
The one imported good that was essential for the Icelandic economy
was whetstones. No household could function without a supply of these
and there are no indications that access to whetstones was limited.
Whetstones are among the most common ﬁnds in Icelandic excavations,
and there are no patterns of diﬀerent wear intensity between sites
which could suggest that some households had more restricted access to
them than others (Hansen, 2011). It is likely that the same applies to
other equally necessary functional goods like scythes and cooking pots
of bronze or iron, which are more rarely preserved. It is signiﬁcant that
despite the complexities and costs of international trade, ordinary Icelandic households seem to have had no diﬃculties in obtaining whetstones. It suggests that access to trade networks was as such not unequal
but rather that there was inequality in the types of goods people were
able to acquire through those networks.
More than 300 pre-Christian burials are known in Iceland, and

Fig. 6. Swarts Ruin during the Late Pithouse period (after Cosgrove and
Cosgrove, 1932:Plate 238).

Table 3
Spatial data for Late Pithouse period pithouses in the Mimbres region.
Site

Number of Loci
Number of Pithouses
Range of Floor Areas (m2)
Mean Floor Area (m2)
Standard Deviation (m2)
Gini Coeﬃcient

Cameron Creek

Swarts Ruin

2
61
6.86–30.25
17.48
5.49
0.17

4
12
5.67–20.1
10.26
4.26
0.21

Table 4
Spatial data for Classic period storerooms in the Mimbres region.
NAN ranch

Swarts Ruin

Locus

East

South

North

South

N Storerooms
Range of Floor Areas (m2)
Mean Floor Area (m2)
Standard Deviation (m2)
Gini Coeﬃcients

15
4.4–17.7
7.83
3.42
0.21

4
6.8–15.5
9.88
3.95
0.18

14
3–22
7.64
5.46
0.32

1
12
12
0
n/a

acutely, in our ancient cases.
In both North Atlantic cases and probably also in Hohokam, people
who had more and less access to productive resources had very diﬀerent
social positions; they constituted classes in the Marxian sense. The
Haves owned land or controlled the means of production; the Have-nots
worked for them, had little control over their own lives, and lacked the
basic capabilities to participate fully in all aspects of society. However,
it is likely that most or even all people had access to enough food most
of the time, at least in the North Atlantic and Hohokam cases. Mimbres
oﬀers an interesting contrast in both respects. In Mimbres society there
were smaller diﬀerences in access to productive resources and no evidence of classes of people who did and did not control the means of
production. However, this apparently small degree of inequality would
have had major consequences in times of shortages. Ethnographies of
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Fig. 7. NAN Ranch during the Classic period (After Shafer 2003:Figure P2).

constitutes between 20 and 50% of the Icelandic assemblages, it is astonishingly rare in Greenland. Iron objects and metal scraps do make up
the vast majority of imported objects at the Greenlandic sites, most iron
objects are however considered utilitarian, a prerequisite for basic
subsistence. Copper alloy church bell fragments are found at most of the
church sites in the Eastern Settlement and make up 84% of the imported
material at the bishop’s farm Ø47, Garðar – many of the pieces likely
from the same bell. Church bells and window glass from the cathedral
are ritual objects but they clearly also reﬂect the institutional might of
the Church and are known from inventories to have existed in comparable quantities in Iceland. This leaves only a handful of ﬁnds as
possible status indicators for Norse Greenlandic society. Objects categorized as personal items are conﬁned to three golden ﬁngerings and a
small number of dress buckles, belt buckles, textiles dyed with foreign
plants, silk and one small cross of jet originating from the British Isles
(Pierce, 2013). Two of the three golden ﬁnger-rings were found at the
bishops’ farm, and the third was found at the church farm Ø29a,
Brattahlíð. Belt and dress buckles appear at all farms. The dyed textiles,
the silk and the jet cross are from graves in the churchyard at Herjólfsnes which has no direct parallels. As in Iceland, ordinary households in Greenland had access to imported necessities; also while iron
was evidently in short supply in Greenland compared to Iceland, there
is no evidence that it was more abundant at the higher status sites.
There is greater variety and numbers of imported goods at the bishop’s
farm – the ﬁnger rings, but also pottery, lead and hazelnuts – but this is
in negligible numbers and much less than would be expected judging

although the majority were disturbed or inadequately recorded, it is
clear that there was signiﬁcant variation in their furnishing. There are
undisturbed graves with no grave goods or one to two items of local
provenance while others have whole sets of exotic goods, both weapons
graves and graves rich in jewellery (Eldjárn, 2016). Most cemeteries,
including all that have been comprehensively excavated, contain graves
with some exotic goods and there is no correlation between the incidence of exotic grave goods and site status as judged from building
volume. If anything, the relationship is inverse: all the richest burials
are associated with small or middle-sized farms (Vésteinsson and
Gestsdóttir, 2016). Some of the richest burials may belong to ritual
specialists, and in general it seems that rich furnishing relates more to
the role of the individual than the economic status of his or her
household.

5.1.2. Greenland
Greenland has no pre-Christian graves, and the material culture
available for analysis comes predominantly from excavations of ﬁnal
phase farmsteads of the 14th and 15th centuries. Most of these excavations took place in the 1920s and 1930s when retrieval and curation of objects was skewed towards the more diagnostic ﬁnds, resulting
in likely over-representation of imported goods and under-representation of mundane native materials such as steatite and wood. Unlike
Iceland, Greenland had its own sources of whetstones and steatite but
lacked iron. All iron found at Norse Greenlandic sites is therefore
thought to be imported (Buchwald, 2001), and considering that iron
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Fig. 8. Swarts Ruin during the Classic period (after Cosgrove and Cosgrove, 1932:Plate 238).

Marine shell, salt and small amounts of obsidian were procured
directly by the Hohokam from the northern end of the Gulf of California
(300 km distant) without involving populations in northern Mexico
(Bayman, 2002, 81; Mitchell and Foster, 2011; McGuire et al., 1999;
McGuire and Villalpando, 2007). Salt and obsidian were utilitarian
exotics, and marine shell ornaments were used variously as symbols of
group membership (Glycymeris sp. bracelets), ritual paraphernalia
(Conus sp. tinklers), symbols of authority (conch shell trumpets) and
insignia of oﬃce (rare shell pendants) (Bayman, 2002, 82-86).
Items obtained from sources more than 1000 km distant (copper
bells, pyrite mirrors, macaws, caﬀeinated substances) were used in ritual, and apparently not in other contexts. These were obtained directly
from populations at the sources in West Mexico (1500 km), the east
coast of Mexico (1600 km) and possibly the south coast of Texas
(1300 km) rather than by down-the-line exchange through intermediary populations (Nelson et al., 2017, 474). Groups living in what is
today Mexico, immediately south of the Hohokam and Mimbres

from the diﬀerences in building volume.

5.2. The Southwest
5.2.1. Hohokam
Hohokam populations exchanged craft items, food, and raw materials in market places associated with monumental architecture, between trading partners and reciprocally among households (Abbott
et al., 2007; Doyel, 2007, 84-87; 2015). Many exotic goods (turquoise,
argillite, obsidian, pigment minerals, coloured feathers, cloth, adhesive,
food, cactus wine) were obtained from locations in the Southwest, but a
few were imported from locations 300 to more than 1500 km away in
what is now Mexico, including marine shell, salt, obsidian, copper bells,
pyrite mirrors with pseudo-cloisonne decorated backs, macaws, and
cacao and holly used for caﬀeinated drinks (Crown et al., 2015;
McGuire and Villalpando, 2007; Mitchell and Foster, 2011; Nelson
et al., 2017; Vargas, 2011; Whittlesey and Reid, 2013).
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there are indications they were unevenly distributed. At Galaz, the
southernmost section of the pueblo, which had the only small kiva and
the only ‘corner-touching’ ceremonial room, had the highest number
(66) and proportion (ca. 40 percent) of shell bracelets, followed by the
site’s earliest sector. However, 54 of the 66 bracelets in the southern
locus came from a single burial. At Mattocks, although bracelets were
rare in general, their relative frequency was highest in a roomblock that
also had at least one copper bell and the most exotica in general.
Although small in both cases, the diﬀerent types and frequencies of
exotic goods at Galaz and Mattocks suggest that diﬀerent Mimbres
communities (and groups therein) had diﬀerent access to non-local
materials. The presence of copper bells and Glycymeris bracelets at both
Galaz and Mattocks suggests that some people living at each site had
access – direct or indirect – to distant communities. At Galaz, access to
shell bracelets and tropical birds began in the Late Pithouse period. At
this time, Mattocks was a small site. It did not establish such distant
connections until later, and Mattocks never obtained macaws or other
parrots. As among the Hohokam, copper bells and parrots would have
been used primarily in ritual and the locations where ritual took place.
Thus, it is possible that the presence of scarlet macaws at only some
Mimbres sites is evidence of special ritual status (Creel et al., 2006;
Creel and Anyon, 2003, Gilman et al., 2014). Diﬀerences in kind, both
within and between sites, may relate to diﬀerent ritual practices or
traditions, and it is possible that the individuals or groups who controlled those rituals also cultivated their own foreign contacts to procure the necessary materials.

regions, also procured marine shell, copper artifacts and macaws, but
did not trade these items with the Southwest populations (McGuire and
Villalpando, 2007; Vargas, 1995, 2011; Whittlesey and Reid, 2013).
Even with the extensive excavation coverage in the Hohokam region, the numbers of exotic objects recovered are small; 272 copper
bells (Vargas, 2011), 77 pyrite mirrors, 19 macaws, and 100 conch
trumpets (Nelson et al., 2017, 471). The materials used in caﬀeinated
drinks may have been procured on a more sustained basis since the
ingredients were used up with the preparation of the drink (Crown
et al., 2015, 11441–11442). The Hohokam used long distance procurement (greater than 1000 km) exclusively in service of a ritual
economy rather than material gain, providing Hohokam ritual specialists with material symbols to enhance the eﬃcacy of ritual acts for the
beneﬁt of the whole community (Nelson et al., 2017, 469).
Exotic goods used in ritual or as symbols of power occur predominantly at sites with monumental architecture, in mortuary features, and in caches (Bayman, 2002, 81, 84; Haury, 1976, 299; Rice,
2000, 148; Vargas, 2011, 1619). Changes in the recovery context of
shell trumpets and turquoise mosaic pendants, from burial features
before A.D. 1200 to non-mortuary contexts at platform mounds after,
mark a transition from network to corporate leadership strategies
(Bayman, 2002, 84-85).
In the platform mound era (1250–1400 A.D.), household access to
trade goods varied, and in some cases it seems there were few restrictions (Bayman, 1995; 2002; Fish and Fish, 2000b, 251-252; Rice, 1998;
2000). At the Marana polity, households at 22 sites (440 rooms) within
a 1.5 sq. km. area around the platform mound had unrestricted access
to exotic goods obtained through trade, while households in more
distant settlements (in a 164 sq. km. area) had markedly less access to
trade goods. A sizable portion of the population living in the general
area of a platform mound “maintained social inequality and secure(d)
their social position” over the more distant compounds (Harry and
Bayman, 2000, 152). In the much smaller Cline Terrace platform
mound settlement complex (total area of 4.5 sq. km) there were no
apparent restrictions on access to traded commodities or in craft production in six residential sites (158 rooms) surrounding the platform
mound (27 residential rooms), a bloc with about half the rooms of
Marana (Rice, 1998, 2000). Production of vessels, tools and jewellery
also was not controlled by the elites residing at the platform mound
(Fish and Fish, 2000b, 270; Harry and Bayman, 2000, 148; Rice, 2000).
Among the Hohokam, control over access to exotic goods, when it
occurred, was exerted not by leaders vis-à-vis their followers. Rather, it
was exerted by sizable groups (perhaps 400 people in the Marana example) over other groups in the same polity.

5.3. Discussion
The analysis of exotic goods shows the complex relationship between uneven distributions and social inequality. Necessities made of
exotic materials – whetstone in Iceland and iron in Greenland – feature
in the North Atlantic but not the Southwest. In both Iceland and
Greenland, these are distributed evenly among sites and there are no
indications that access to the foreign exchange networks that provided
these materials was unequal.
In contrast, in all four cases the distribution of non-utilitarian exotic
objects was unequal in some ways. In Iceland personal kit – weapons
and jewellery – was unevenly distributed in burials suggesting perhaps
that such objects signiﬁed personal, rather than household, status as
settlement contexts reveal no such inequality. In the Southwest the
special objects that were distributed unevenly were those most likely
used in ritual. In Hohokam, conch shell trumpets and Conus shell
tinklers, both used in ritual, occur in greater quantities in platform
mound communities than in the surrounding villages. Similarly, in
Mimbres, exotic items used in ritual – including copper bells and parrots – are distributed unevenly. However, Mimbres and Hohokam exhibit diﬀerent distributions of Glycymeris shell jewellery. The source of
the marine shell is the Gulf of Baja California 300 km from the largest
population centers of the Hohokam area and 500 km from the Mimbres
area. The raw materials were transported 250 km to settlements on the
edge of the Hohokam area where it was made into jewellery; one of
these specialized production villages was a site called Shelltown
(Marmaduke and Martynec, 1993). In the Hohokam area, Glycymeris
and other marine shell were distributed fairly evenly, but in the Mimbres area, where the jewellery may have been obtained as ﬁnished
products, it had a more uneven distribution. Overall, except for Glycymeris in Mimbres, exotic goods that were distributed unevenly were
associated with ritual and probably not indicators of diﬀerence in
wealth.
In the North Atlantic, exotic goods are disproportionately associated
with church sites and many relate directly to ritual functions (e.g. the
bell copper in Greenland). Similarly, in the Southwest the contexts with
more special objects are also contexts that would have been more involved in ritual. The distribution of exotic goods, therefore, is not a
reﬂection of purchasing power – it is not simply the rich who can

5.2.2. Mimbres
In the Mimbres region, artifacts of unmistakably nonlocal origin
include copper bells, Glycymeris bracelets, tropical birds (macaws and
other parrots) and non-Mimbres ceramics. All are quite rare prior to
1130 A.D.. Our discussion considers the Late Pithouse contexts at Galaz
(Anyon and LeBlanc, 1984) and the subsequent Classic contexts at both
Galaz and Mattocks (Gilman and LeBlanc, 2017). In Late Pithouse
period contexts at Galaz, exotic goods include tropical birds and Glycymeris bracelets (Anyon and LeBlanc, 1984). The birds were found
only in one of six pithouse clusters, and while shell bracelets were recovered from all six, they were most prevalent at two. The clusters with
the most exotics were also the earliest, suggesting a link between
antecedence and access to exotic goods. The Classic contexts at Galaz
(Fig. 9) and Mattocks (Fig. 10) exhibit diﬀerences in the distribution of
exotic goods, including copper bells, which were not present in earlier
times. At Galaz, all the copper bells were found in the parts of the site
that had the earliest occupation and that had more exotics during the
Late Pithouse period, indicating continuity in diﬀerentiation. At Mattocks only two copper bells were found, both from burials, so they do
not provide any clear evidence regarding inequality. Glycymeris bracelets were found in multiple locations across both sites, and in both cases
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Fig. 9. Classic period exotica at Galaz (after maps in Anyon and LeBlanc, 1984).

of household members were buried in these cemeteries; infants, children, as many as half of all women and a ﬁfth of all men must have been
buried or somehow disposed of elsewhere (Vésteinsson and Gestsdóttir,
2016). Some may have been buried in unfurnished graves inside the
homeﬁelds (Vésteinsson et al., 2019). In the 13th century most residential compounds in Hohokam had two cemeteries. About half the
adult population was buried in privacy inside the walled compound and
the other half in a public cemetery outside the compound. In both cases,
wealth and status may have been an issue, but in diﬀerent ways. In
Iceland it seems that furnished burial was reserved for adults of a certain station. In contrast, in the Hohokam case, Rice (2016, 156-160)
argues that the diﬀerence can be attributed to whether the household of
the deceased wanted or needed to display the burial ritual. Deliberately
hiding displays of wealth may have been a useful strategy in times of
social tension

possess foreign things. Wealth could accrue to ritual sites and ritual
specialists (the Greenlandic bishop’s gold rings are not ritual objects but
a store and symbol of wealth) but exotic goods are not a consistent
indicator of the distribution of wealth. The strong association of exotic
objects with ritual does however point towards the ritual realm as a
setting where goods – in the widest sense of the things, material and
immaterial, that make life good – are decided and distributed.
6. Access to ritual space
Ritual space can be deﬁned as any dedicated site or area where rituals are performed. The rituals involved may be religious, political,
artistic, athletic or social and very often these categories overlap. In our
cases, ritual spaces take three principal forms: burial grounds, meeting
rooms (kivas great and small, council chambers, churches, feasting
halls) and sites of open air gatherings (ballcourts, plazas, assembly
sites). Of these, we will concentrate on the meeting-room category as it
has the richest and most consistent evidence in all the cases. For the
North Atlantic, we will limit the discussion to churches, the type of
meeting-room most amply researched in both societies. A couple of
observations about burial grounds can be made ﬁrst though.
In both pre-Christian Iceland and Hohokam there is evidence that
the dead from the same households were treated diﬀerently. In 10th
century Iceland burial grounds were as a rule located outside a farm’s
homeﬁeld, and often on the boundaries between farms. Only a selection

6.1. The North Atlantic
6.1.1. Iceland
In Iceland a fundamental change accompanied the introduction of
Christianity in the late 10th century. Burial grounds were established
inside the homeﬁelds, usually in close association with the dwelling,
and, in contrast to the pre-Christian custom, these cemeteries received
all household members and all were interred without grave goods.
Another signiﬁcant change was that these cemeteries were invariably
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Fig. 10. Classic period exotica at Mattocks (after maps shared by Patricia Gilman).

spaces for private devotion and for masses sung by itinerant priests.
People living on farms with churches of this type were clearly at a ritual
advantage compared to farms with no church (Fig. 11).

arranged around small churches. A third change was that while previously all farms, large and small, had had their own burial grounds,
now only about a half had their own church and cemetery. The farms
that did not have their own church with cemetery had to have their
dead buried at a neighbouring farm. Farms without churches are
smaller than those with churches and tend to be interspersed among the
larger farms with churches so that each cemetery was only used by one
to three farms (Friðriksson and Vésteinsson, 2011). These small churches had already begun to decline in numbers before the end of the 11th
century, and in the 12th century a hierarchy of the remaining churches
developed whereby the majority (some 30% of all farms) essentially
became private chapels which were no longer used for burial. A smaller
number (less than 10% of all farms) became parish churches where all
the dead from within their parishes (commonly 5–15 farms) were
buried. These churches were considerably larger structures than the
early small churches and they became ritual centres with a compulsory
requirement of church-attendance on all mass days (on average twice a
week) from the surrounding parish (Vésteinsson forthcoming).
These changes involve diﬀerent kinds of developments. On the one
hand, the diﬀerentiation exhibited by the pre-Christian burial custom,
where a part of the population was not included in the cemeteries and
those that were included received very unequal treatment in terms of
grave goods, was abandoned in favour of a burial rite where all
household members were buried without grave goods in the same
cemetery. At the same time a diﬀerentiation that had not been visible
before developed between households in that the poorer half of farms
became dependent on neighbours for cemetery space and access to
church. Most of these cemeteries went out of use however and by the
13th century burial seems to have been exclusively tied to the parish
churches (typically 5–15 farms to each cemetery instead of 1–3 in the
11th century) suggesting that burial ceased to be a signiﬁcant and
systematic marker of social diﬀerentiation. Even though burial was
discontinued at most of the small churches the majority continued to be
used until the 15th century. These small churches without burial and
without the central place functions of the parish churches were used as

6.1.2. Greenland
Greenland was colonised in the late 10th century when Christianity
had already started spreading into the North Atlantic, and there is no
evidence of pre-Christian ritual there. In its basic shape the church
system of Greenland was comparable to the Icelandic one. From around
1000 seven small churches have been recorded in the central part of the
Eastern Settlement. These small churches would not have accommodated large congregations and are unlikely to have seen regular
services by priests. Rather they would have been the focus of household
ritual and burial. In contrast to Iceland, residents of many households in
Greenland would have had to travel for a day or more to church, or do
without. All seven churches apparently were closed by the middle of the
13th century. In one case the small church was replaced by a more
monumental one, but the other farms lost their status as church farms.
From around 1300 ten sites with large churches are known archaeologically. These later churches have an average size of 37 m2, four
times larger than the 11th century churches and it seems likely that as
in Iceland the change represents eﬀorts to introduce a parish system,
where larger churches were expected to receive people from multiple
farms and where there were resident priests who could give regular
services. Attending these services came at high cost: from the 15 farms,
whose residents might have attended church at Hvalsey, the average
distance was 15,9 km. Only three were less than 10 km distant, eight
were between 10 and 20 km away and four households had to travel
more than 20 km to get to church – the greatest distance was 30,5 km. It
is certain that only some members of these households could attend
church regularly, and then probably only in the height of summer and
the height of winter, when the frozen fjords could be travelled on skis or
sledges.
There are two important diﬀerences between Greenland and
Iceland. A much greater proportion of farms originally had small
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Fig. 11. The parish of Haukadalur in the 14th century. 8 of 13 farms in the parish had churches ranking from private chapels to the parish center at Haukadalur. The
average distance from farms with no church to nearest church was 2,3 km and average distance of all farms to the parish center was 4,6 km. Farm boundaries based
on early modern records laid on top of 1910 map from Generalstabens topograﬁske Afdeling (courtesy of National Land Survey of Iceland).

churches in Iceland – 50% as opposed to less than 20% in Greenland (a
generous estimate – see Vésteinsson, 2010) – meaning that most Icelanders would have had much easier access to church. Also, the number
of churches declined more rapidly in Greenland. Six out of seven
Greenlandic farms which had had small churches had lost them by the
14th century while 8 out of 13 farms in the Icelandic parish of Haukadalur (Fig. 11) still had churches in the 14th century. In terms of
access to ritual space the diﬀerence between Iceland and Greenland is
stark. Owing to the much greater distances and more diﬃcult terrain it
was much more restricted in Greenland, and vital rituals like the last
rites would have been unavailable to the majority of the population. It
is in this light interesting that Greenland also saw investment in very
expensive stone-architecture not evidenced in Iceland. These projects
may have had royal backing, absent in Iceland, but whoever the investors were the stone-churches clearly reﬂect the greater levels of

inequality in Greenlandic society.
6.2. The Southwest
6.2.1. Hohokam
Hohokam ritual space included cemeteries, community rooms,
council chambers, ballcourts (ca. A.D. 775–1150) and platform mounds
(ca. A.D. 1200–1400). Hohokam cemeteries and mortuary programs
reﬂect the horizontal and vertical social positions of Hohokam corporate groups more prominently than that of individuals. The association
of cemeteries with extended household groups (Henderson, 1987;
Loendorf, 2001; McGuire, 2001; Mitchell and Brunson-Hadley, 2001)
points to extended households as landowners (Goldstein, 1981;
Henderson, 1987; McGuire, 1987b; Rice, 2016). In the Ballcourt Era,
vertical social position was reﬂected by larger and more elaborate grave
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architecture, and this became more pronounced following 1200 A.D.,
when people with high social standing were buried in family crypts
(Loendorf, 1998; 2001), mausoleum-like cemetery rooms (Haury, 1945;
Mitchell and Brunson-Hadley, 2001; Rice, 2016, 106-110), and a few
adobe sarcophagi (Fewkes, 1912, 107; Mitchell and Brunson-Hadley,
2001; Rice, 2016, 184-186). Mortuary accompaniments are not solely a
measure of personal wealth, but the unequal distribution of personal
jewellery (with items used in ritual excluded) across individuals and
cemeteries is evidence of inequality among people and households
(Loendorf, 2001; McGuire, 1987b; Mitchell and Brunson-Hadley, 2001;
Rice, 2016, 62-95).
Community rooms were two to four times larger than residential
rooms, and were ceremonial spaces that might have been used for
council chambers, preparation of food/wine for consumption in ceremonies, and preparation of the deceased for burial (Doelle et al., 1995,
398-407; Doyel, 1981, 31, 65; 2000, 307; Downum, 1998, 238, 240241; Fish and Fish, 2000b, 262; Gregory, 1987, 196; Haury, 1976, 5762; Marshall, 2007, 220; Rice, 2000, 158-164).
Sites with ballcourts and platform mounds were central places to
which populations in outlying settlements came for ceremonial and
civic observances (Fish et al., 1992; Fish and Fish, 2000a, 378). Ballcourts (Fig. 12) appeared earlier (ca A.D. 775) than platform mounds
(ca. A.D. 1250) and may have been used for a Mesoamerican type of
ball game or ceremonial dances (Haury, 1976; Ferdon, 1967; McGuire,
1987a; Wilcox, 1991; Wilcox et al., 2008, 165). Platform mounds
(Fig. 13) of the 13th and 14th century were rectangular, ﬂat-topped
mounds on which rooms were built, with additional rooms and plazas
surrounding the base of the mound and the whole enclosed in a walled
compound (Doyel, 1981; Elson, 1998; Fish and Fish, 2000b; Gregory,
1987; Rice, 2000).
Community rooms occurred with ballcourts as well as platform
mounds, usually in numbers of two or more (Gregory, 1998; Marshall,

Fig. 13. Hohokam platform mound. Compound B at Casa Grande Ruins
National Monument (Based on Fewkes, 1912: Plate 26). Council chambers are
numbered, and it is likely that not all rooms on the mounds were excavated.
(Reprinted with permission from Rice, 2016:42.)

Fig. 12. A Hohokam Ball Court, based on Court 1 at Snaketown (Haury, 1976:78-79). (Reprinted with permission from Rice, 2016:41.)
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unequal access to ceremonial participation (Clayton, 2006).
Russell has argued that religious factionalization divided Mimbres
communities beginning in the 10th century (Russell, 2016). Opposing
factions initiated or manipulated religious diﬀerences in the negotiation
of moral authority. One faction espoused village integration and solidarity, while the other promoted ritual specialization, exclusivity, and
proprietary ceremonies. We examine that argument through data from
the site of Cameron Creek (Bradﬁeld, 1931).
At Cameron Creek, during the Late Pithouse period, there were two
residential clusters of similar size, each with a ceremonial pit structure
(see Fig. 5). The one in the northern cluster was clearly a great kiva,
probably large enough to accommodate everyone in the village or at
least all ritual participants. (In some pueblo societies some rituals were
open to all; in others they were restricted to males or initiated persons).
The great kiva was the closest of all northern structures to the southern
cluster and it opened onto a large, central plaza. In contrast, the ceremonial structure of the southern cluster was considerably smaller. It
was centred within the southern cluster and completely surrounded by
residential pithouses. Each cluster took a diﬀerent approach to ceremonial participation, with those living in the southern sector having
less access overall but also exercising the most control. In the subsequent Classic period, two pairs of roomblocks correspond with the
two earlier pithouse clusters again with more openness in the north and
more exclusivity in the south.
These architectural patterns suggest a complex relationship between
ritual architecture and inequality. On the one hand, some people,
possibly ritual specialists, would have had exclusive access to some
ritual spaces, whereas others living in the same clusters would have had
limited access. On the other hand, most residents of the clusters with
more inclusive but smaller ritual architecture would have had some
access to it. In general, this suggests a three- part hierarchy: ritual
specialists with access to exclusive spaces; residents of clusters with
inclusive spaces; and other residents of clusters with exclusive spaces
who did not have access to those spaces.

2007; Rice, 2000; Wilcox et al., 1981), providing ceremonial space for
several groups involved in the functions of the central sites. In the
ballcourt centres community rooms were situated in precincts separated
by some distance from the courts, but at platform mounds the community rooms were constructed either on the platform or within the
surrounding compound wall. (e.g. Bostwick and Downum, 1994; Doyel,
1974, 1981; Fish and Fish, 2000b; Gregory, 1998; Jacobs, 1997;
Lindauer, 1995). Many early mounds of the 13th century were solely a
ceremonial space where groups gathered in the community rooms to
hold ritual observances, and it is only in the later mounds that elite
residences are added to the ceremonial space (Doelle et al., 1995, 417;
Doyel, 2000, 208; Elson, 2000, 348-349; Gregory, 1987, 196-197;
Howard, 1992, 69; Rice, 2000).
The replacement of ballcourts by platform mounds in the 13th
century introduced an elite ideology of exclusion, which diﬀered
markedly from the inclusiveness of previous centuries. Whereas an
entire community could view what was happening at a ballcourt, high
compound walls limited who could see and participate in the events
occurring at a platform mound. The elevated surface of the mound
created a visual hierarchy; elites on the mound were aﬀorded a view of
subordinate groups below while their own activities were hidden from
others (Bayman, 2002, 78; McGuire, 1992, 159-161; Hegmon, 2005;
Wilcox, 1991).
The ballcourt and platform mound rituals were diﬀerent social
strategies for addressing inequality in Hohokam society, the one by
denying it and the other by sanctifying it (McGuire, 1992, 159-161;
2001; also Bayman, 2002, 77). The unrestricted access to ritual space of
the ballcourts promoted an egalitarian ethos masking the existence of
inequality, and though inequality might occasionally be displayed in
mortuary events, the evidence was transitory and consigned to the
afterlife. But, following A.D. 1200, the architectural contrast between
platform mounds and compounds was a daily visual reminder of inequality. The evidence was no longer transitory, particularly when
some people had limited access to ritual space. High status groups, by
building their homes in the sanctiﬁed space of the platform mounds,
sought to justify disparities with the allusion that inequality was part of
the supernatural order.

6.3. Discussion
Although there are clear cultural aﬃnities, especially between
Christian Iceland and Greenland and to a lesser extent between
Mimbres and Hohokam, this survey of access to ritual space in the four
areas reveals much greater disparity and nuance than the two other
realms. In all cases there are signiﬁcant changes through time, and
these provide perspective on the ritual systems and what they reveal
about the social order.
In all cases there were enclosed ritual spaces, with access restricted
on various levels. It is possible that there were restrictions based on
gender and age, but the clearest indications are provided by simple,
physical, distance. Even within settlements, shown clearly in the
Mimbres case, households had access to diﬀerent kinds of spaces and
would have experienced diﬀerences in their ease of access. In all cases
there are settlements or households whose residents did not have ready
access to ritual space. In the North Atlantic cases, these are invariably
the smaller and poorer ones, whose members had to travel longer distances and obtain access from neighbours. There are tendencies in all
cases towards greater seclusion and exclusivity associated with the ritual spaces reﬂecting, it seems, eﬀorts by those in charge to widen the
gap between themselves and others. In all four cases, access to ritual
space was unequal, and although it cannot be easily quantiﬁed, we
conclude that this kind of inequality was the most acutely experienced
by people living in the past and that it provides a sensitive archaeological indicator of people’s quality of life. People might live in differently sized houses and some might have better access to exotic goods
than others but the conditions of their access to ritual space are the
most revealing about their agency, their opportunities to aﬀect their
own wellbeing and to inﬂuence others. Essentially this is because
people’s wellbeing is decided by the society they belong to. Their

6.2.2. Mimbres
The Mimbres sequence exhibits fairly uniform changes in ceremonial architecture at a regional scale (Anyon and LeBlanc, 1980). Villages probably always had informal plazas, surrounded by pithouse
clusters. Most early villages of any size had a great kiva, a large, semisubterranean structure with a ramped entrance and ritual features such
as sipapus (symbolic portals into the underworld) and foot drums
(Fig. 14). Their size, special features, and dedicatory oﬀerings mark
them as large-scale ceremonial spaces. Great kivas were often adjacent
to village plazas. Although often located in one pithouse cluster, they
were easily accessible to others
By the 10th century, small kivas were introduced at some sites
(Creel et al., 2006, 156–63; Russell, 2016, 264-65; Shafer, 2003, 35-36;
Woosley and McIntyre, 1996, 88-89). These resembled the earliest
Mimbres pithouses, with roof-hatch entries. They generally included
sipapus, along with ventilators that allowed the use of hearths with the
entrance closed. Their size could accommodate only a handful of
people, suggesting a new focus on secrecy, exclusivity, and ritual specialization.
In the late 10th century, great kivas across the Mimbres region were
burned, perhaps as a form of ritual closure (Creel and Anyon, 2003).
During the ensuing Classic period, open plazas became more formalized
(see Anyon and LeBlanc, 1980, 256; Cosgrove and Cosgrove, 1932, 14;
Shafer, 2003, 83), and enclosed plazas were incorporated into aboveground pueblo roomblocks. Some roomblocks also had large ceremonial
rooms, with sipapu-like features and sometimes benches (Shafer, 1995;
2003, 69-70, 76-78, 105). At some sites, small kivas were seemingly
associated with some roomblocks but not others, and may indicate
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Fig. 14. Artist’s reconstruction of Room A16, a great kiva at the Mimbres site of Old Town. Illustration by Will Russell. Originally published as Plate 9 in Nelson and
Hegmon 2010.

inﬂuence. Such access inﬂuences and even determines the extent to
which people can participate fully in society. Not all such spaces and
activities are detectable archaeologically but in all our cases there are
inequalities in access to ritual spaces. These inequalities vary both in
degree and kind. It seems that where the degree of inequality is smaller
(as in Mimbres where a very large proportion, if not all, of the population has access to some ritual space) the variation in kind is greater,
meaning that while some degree of ritual access may be guaranteed
through group membership, there is still a level of exclusivity.
Societal scale is another important dimension, as it impacts how
inequalities are experienced. In a small-scale society with limited inequalities, the social agency of large groups of people may be more
restricted than in a larger scale society with greater inequalities.
Our main conclusion is that it is possible to make meaningful
comparisons of quite diﬀerent cultures and societies using inequality as
a gauge. The comparisons put the more traditionally considered indicators of inequality – access to resources and rare objects – into
perspective but they also reveal that inequality has diﬀerent dimensions. The economic indicators are revealing in their own right but they
are also subject to easily recognised limitations. We found that access to
ritual space provides valuable insights into how inequalities were experienced in our four cases. Without those insights our understanding of
inequality in these societies would be incomplete.

wealth is as much, and probably more so, an outcome of the status
accorded to them by society, than its precondition. Ritual space represents the arenas where status is negotiated and conﬁrmed. Even if
what takes place in the ritual space is largely symbolic it is still a representation of actual inequalities.
Clearly the archaeological remains that allow ritual spaces to be
identiﬁed tell only a part of the story. In all cases it should be expected
that there were other kinds of ritual spaces that cannot be identiﬁed,
and deciding who actually had access and what this entails is in all
cases fraught with diﬃculties. Even so, for archaeological study, access
to ritual space provides a more complete and nuanced measure of inequality than access to productive resources or exotic goods. It is also a
subject which has great potential for further research and theory
building.

7. Conclusions
The range and nature of inequalities in past societies cannot be
understood only by looking for archaeological indicators of wealth
distribution. In part this is because indicators like house sizes and expensive objects do not mirror the full range of status variations. House
sizes are not sensitive to inequalities within households – which may be
precisely those inequalities most acutely felt by people – and nor do
they account for wealth disparities at the upper end of the social scale.
The richest people may live in houses that are two or three times larger
than those of the rank and ﬁle, but their actual wealth and power may
be many times greater than the diﬀerences in square footage suggest. In
our cases, personal wealth as reﬂected in grave goods implies signiﬁcant inequalities but it does not correlate in a straightforward way
with other indicators of status variation. We conclude that wealth distributions, even if they could be fully mapped, cannot be used as
proxies of status variation because wealth was not the root determinant
of social status.
Our cases show that even when the elite is not set apart by fabulous
wealth or control over material resources, there are signiﬁcant inequalities in what can be termed social agency – the ability to determine one’s own life and inﬂuence those of others.
Access to ritual space is closely linked to people’s capabilities and
agency. It includes access to the spaces where decisions are made or
where acts are performed that determine people’s lives, participation in
those acts, and access to persons with special knowledge, skills, and
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